Abstract-A real time coding system with lookahead consists of a memoryless source, a memoryless channel, an encoder, which encodes the source symbols sequentially with knowledge of future source symbols upto a fixed finite lookahead, d, with or without feedback of the past channel output symbols and a decoder, which sequentially constructs the source symbols using the channel output. The objective is to minimize the expected per-symbol distortion.
Abstract-A real time coding system with lookahead consists of a memoryless source, a memoryless channel, an encoder, which encodes the source symbols sequentially with knowledge of future source symbols upto a fixed finite lookahead, d, with or without feedback of the past channel output symbols and a decoder, which sequentially constructs the source symbols using the channel output. The objective is to minimize the expected per-symbol distortion.
For a fixed finite lookahead d ≥ 1 we invoke the theory of controlled Markov chains to obtain an average cost optimality equation (ACOE), the solution of which, denoted by D(d), is the minimum expected per-symbol distortion. With increasing d, D(d) bridges the gap between causal encoding, d = 0, where symbol by symbol encoding-decoding is optimal and the infinite lookahead case, d = ∞, where Shannon Theoretic arguments show that separation is optimal.
We extend the analysis to a system with finite state decoders. For a Bernoulli source and binary symmetric channel, under hamming loss, we compute the optimal distortion for various source and channel parameters, and thus obtain computable bounds on D(d). We also identify regions of source and channel parameters where symbol by symbol encoding-decoding is suboptimal. Finally, we demonstrate the wide applicability of our approach by applying it in additional coding scenarios, such as the case where the sequential decoder can take cost constrained actions affecting the quality or availability of side information about the source.
I. INTRODUCTION
A memoryless source {U 1 , U 2 , . . .} is to be communicated over a memoryless channel with the objective of minimizing expected average (per-symbol) distortion. The communication is in real time and hence the encoding and decoding is sequential, with a fixed finite lookahead of source symbols available at the encoder (cf. the setting in Fig. 1 ). The motivation stems from practical systems such as for video streaming, cache memory devices in computing systems, real time communication systems etc., where the encoder has a fixed buffer of future source symbols, and the quality of service demands that encoding and decoding should be in real time. A natural criterion of performance is to minimize the expected average distortion. Note that such a framework with real time constraints is not covered by Shannon Theory. In classical Information Theory, encoding of long "typical" sequences in blocks as well as block decoding introduces large delays and thus such achievable schemes violate the very premise of bounded or no delay constraint. To answer the question, we invoke Markov decision theory and cast our problem and other such variants as discrete time controlled Markov chains with average cost criterion.
Note that we can transform our setting of limited encoder lookahead of d, to that of a zero lookahead of a Markov . This transformation puts the problem in the class of sequential encoding decoding problems with Markov sources. When the communication horizon is fixed, the structure of optimal encoding and decoding policies with Markov sources have been studied in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . In [7] , authors propose a systematic methodology for such a non-classical information structure to search for an optimal strategy.
The connection between dynamic programming and information theory has been well exploited. The problem of computing the capacity of channels with feedback was formulated as a Markov Decision Process in [8] , [9] . The long standing problem of capacity of trapdoor channel (cf. [10] , [11] ) with feedback was evaluated using average cost optimality equations in [12] .
The approaches in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] and [7] are inspired by control theory, which provides tools for finding optimal schemes and understanding their structure. In this work, we take these tools further to provide more explicit expressions and bounds for the optimum performance under a given lookahead constraint d. While optimum performance in the case d = 0 is easily shown to be attained by "symbolby-symbol" operations, and the case d = ∞ can be answered with the tools of Shannon theory, for any finite d ≥ 1, the existing literature does not provide useful analytical values or bounds on the minimum expected average distortion, D(d). In addition to being amenable to a decision theoretic formulation of Markov sources, as in the surveyed literature above, the model we consider here is more basic and lends itself to simpler average cost optimality equation, which in some cases (cf. Section IV-B) can be computed exactly. While in [3] , [4] , [6] emphasis is on expected total fixed horizon cost, we argue that expected average cost over infinite horizon is a more natural criterion of performance as in the sequential encoding and decoding problems, we typically do not know when to stop, and hence we would like to analyze the asymptotics of the horizon-independent problem. While the main focus in this work has been to characterize the minimum achievable distortion, the average cost optimality equations also characterize sufficient conditions on the optimality of stationary (encoding and decoding) policies.
Recently there has been work in the direction of "action in information theory" , cf. references in [13] . We revisit the setting of source coding with a side information vending machine, as in [14] (See Fig. 4) for the case where the encoding is sequential with lookahead, decoder takes an action A v sequentially dependent on the encoded symbols to get side information about the source through a memoryless channel, P Y |U,Av . The reconstruction of the source is based upon the current encoded symbol, the current side information and memories storing the past encoded symbols and side infor- Fig. 1 . Real time coding with lookahead. Encoder uses future source symbols upto a fixed finite lookahead, d and unit-delay noise free feedback, decoder uses present channel output and past memory for source reconstruction. Complete memory case corresponds to
mation symbols. We show that the problem can be formulated as a constrained Markov Decision Process. The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the basic model of problems with lookahead. In Section III we present an overview of controlled markov processes with average cost. Section IV-A studies the case of complete memory, i.e., Z i = Y i , constructs an average cost optimality equation, the solution to which is the average optimal distortion. In Section IV-B, we consider the framework with finite state decoders. In Section IV-C, we use relative value iteration to solve the problem exactly for an example of binary source and binary symmetric channel under hamming loss, thereby demonstrating how the average distortion values for this setting can be used to bound D(d) of Section IV-A. We also highlight the regions of source-channel parameters where for any finite d ≥ 1, symbol by symbol is strictly suboptimal for a Bernoulli source and binary symmetric channel. Finally, in Section V, the setting of source coding with a side information vending machine is considered, where, encoding is sequential with lookahead, decoder takes cost constrained actions, A v,i , sequentially to get side information about the source through a memoryless channel, P Y |U,Av . The paper is concluded in Section VI. Note that the results presented in this paper regarding real time communication and sequential source coding with side information assume the availability of channel output and side information respectively through a noiseless feedback. However this assumption can be relaxed, the corresponding analysis is given in [13] . Also we omit proofs of theorems in this paper due to space constrains, the reader can refer to the proofs of the corresponding theorems in [13] .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We begin by explaining the notation to be used throughout this paper. Let upper case, lower case, and calligraphic letters denote, respectively, random variables, specific or deterministic values which random variables may assume, and their alphabets. For two jointly distributed random variables, X and Y , let P X , P XY and P X|Y respectively denote the marginal of X, joint distribution of (X, Y ) and conditional distribution of X given Y . X n m is a shorthand for the n − m + 1 tuple {X m , X m+1 , · · · , X n−1 , X n }. B(X ) denotes the Borel σ-algebra of a given topological space, X . P(X ) denotes the probability simplex on the finite alphabet, X . C b (X ) denotes the set of continuous and bounded functions on the topological space X . 1 {·} stands for the indicator function. N and R denote the sets of natural and real numbers respectively. We impose the assumption of finiteness of cardinality on all alphabets of operational significance (source, channel input, channel output, reconstruction), unless otherwise indicated. The general problem setup, depicted in Fig. 1 consists of the following principle components :
The source symbols are distributed ∼ P U .
• Channel Encoder : The encoder has access to unit-delay noise-free feedback from the channel output and future source symbols upto a fixed finite lookahead, d, i.e,
• Channel : Given channel input symbol, x i , and all the source symbols and past channel inputs and outputs, (u
• Memory : The decoder cannot make use of all the channel output symbols upto current time due to memory constraints. Memory is updated as a function of the past state of the memory and the current channel output, i.e.,
, where the f m.i is the memory update function, f m,i :
Note that the alphabet Z i can grow with i, hence the setup also includes the special case of complete memory, i.e.,
• Channel Decoder : Channel decoder uses the current channel output and the past memory state to construct its estimate of the source symbol, i.e.,
The alphabets U, X , Y andÛ are assumed to be finite. Let Λ(·, ·) : U ×Û → R indicate a distortion function. We assume for simplicity that, 
The corresponding minimum expected distortion as a function of lookahead, d,
Our main goal is to characterize D(d) and identify structural properties of the elements of P opt (d) (cf. Note 1 in [13] ).
III. CONTROLLED MARKOV PROCESS WITH AVERAGE COST : BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
Here we overview results about general Borel state and action spaces. We refer to [15] for a more complete discussion. We present here the discussion on unconstrained controlled Markov processes only, a similar concise background on the constrained case can be found in Section III-B in [13] . The problem is characterized by the tuple (S, A s , A, W, F, P S , P W , g) and a discrete time dynamical system,
where the states s t take values in finite, countable or in general Borel space S (called the state space), actions a t take values in the admissible action space, A s (s t ) which is a subset of a compact subset A (called the action space) of a Borel space, and the disturbance, w t , takes values in a measurable space W (called the disturbance space). Initial state S 0 is drawn with distribution P S and the disturbance w t is drawn from the distribution, P W (·|s t−1 , a t ) which depends on past actions and states, only through the pair (s t−1 , a t ). We consider only measurable functions. A policy π is defined to be the sequence of functions, π = (µ 1 , µ 2 , · · ·), where µ t is the function which maps histories (φ t = (s 0 , w 0 , · · · , w t−1 )) to actions. A set of history deterministic policies, Π HD is characterized by policies for which actions are generated as a t = µ t (Φ t ). A set of Markov deterministic policies, Π M D is characterized by policies for which actions are generated as a t = µ t (s t−1 ). A set of policies Π SD is referred to as stationary deterministic if it is characterized by a function µ : S → A such that, µ t (Φ t ) = µ(s t−1 ) ∀ t. Policies can be randomized or deterministic ([15] , Section 2.2). The policy sets Π HR , Π M R and Π SR respectively stand for history randomized, markov randomized and stationary randomized policies. As per our definitions and interests, the largest class of policies considered henceforth will be history deterministic policies, Π HD . Let
Note if S and A are compact subsets of a Borel space, K is a compact subset ∈ B(S ×A). The dynamics induce a stochastic transition kernel on B(S) × K, Q(·|x, a), which implies for each (x, a) ∈ K, Q(·|x, a) is probability measure on B(S) and for each D ∈ B(S), Q(D|·) is Borel measurable on K.
The objective is to maximize expected average reward given a bounded one stage reward function, g : K → R and find the optimal policy. The average reward of a policy π with a given initial state distribution ν is defined by,
The optimal average reward and the optimal policy is defined by,
Note that in general for a controlled Markov process with average cost criterion, where the state space is infinite, the total expected average cost might depend on the initial state. However, operationally, since our objective is to minimize the expected average distortion as in Eq. 2, we can decide to start of the system with the best initial state, state which yields the best distortion, in which case the optimal cost and optimal policy will be denoted by, J opt and π opt .
The following theorem describes the average cost optimality equation (ACOE) for such a process, and relates the optimal reward with the optimal stationary deterministic policy. Theorem 1 (cf. Theorem 6.1 of [15] ): If λ ∈ R and a bounded function h : S → R satisfy,
there is a function µ : S → A such that µ(s) attains the supremum above for all states, then
IV. REAL-TIME CODING WITH LIMITED LOOKAHEAD

A. Complete Memory
The problem we described in Section II (Fig. 1) is an abstraction of a real time communication problem with the encoder having a fixed lookahead of the future source symbols and a perfect unit-delay feedback of the channel output symbols. In this section, we show that this problem with perfect memory, i.e. Z i = Y i , can be formulated as a controlled Markov chain process with average cost criterion, and derive an optimality equation. Before that, we modify our source to concentrate on an equivalent problem. Note that the i.i.d. source, S = {U i } i∈N considered can be replaced by a markov source S M = {V i } i∈N such that,
Since the source S is i.i.d., the transition kernel for this Markov process
The transition matrix is denoted by K. Let us assume the distribution of initial state is P V . Also there is no loss of optimality in considering encoding functions to be |V| dimensional mappings, {f e,i (v,
The effective problem with modified source, S M is now a real-time communication problem with no lookahead. For this modified problem, we seek to minimize the average reward, inf lim sup
. In this section we construct an average cost optimality equation for the equivalent problem with complete memory, i.e. Z i = Y i . We will now construct an average cost optimality equation.
Lemma 2: The optimal decoding rule for the modified problem as above is given by,
whereV Bayes is the optimal Bayes response (cf. Definition 2 in [13] ). Fix the decoding rule to be the optimal rule {V opt i } i∈N as above. Consider the state sequence for this problem, S i = (V i , P Vi|Y i ) ∈ S. P Vi|Y i denotes the belief of the encoder on the source symbol given all the past and the present channel outputs. Let us denote it by a |V|-dimensional non-negative probability (column) vector β Y i . As source symbols takes values in a finite alphabet, the state space S is a compact subset of Borel space. Consider the disturbance to be W i = (V i , Y i ), which takes values in a finite set, V × Y. The action is history dependent,
here S 0 is some fixed initial state). From now on we will use f e,i (
to denote A i as S 0 is fixed. The action set is the set of mappings from V to X , hence |A| = |X | |V| , which is finite. Note,
where ( * ) follows from the fact that {V i } i∈N is Markov, and from the DMC property of the channel as in Eq. (1). Hence W i ∼ P W (·|S i−1 , A i ) where P W is given by Eqs. (13) and (13) . Lemma 3: Given knowledge of the entire past history of actions, states and disturbance, the current state evolves according to some deterministic function (F ) of the past state, current action and the current disturbance, i.e.,
and the belief β Y i evolves as,
where
Hence the tuple T = (S, A, W, F, P S , P W , g) forms a controlled Markov process. The problem of finding the best channel encoder (using the optimal decoder to be the Bayesian
(P Vi|Y i )) in our problem of real time communication is equivalent to the problem of finding the optimal policy for the tuple T which maximizes the average reward under the cost function g. The optimal reward is given by,
Thus the ACOE for the controlled Markov process T = (S, A, W, F, P S , P W , g) which has the generic form,
∀s ∈ S, when specialized to our setting becomes,
∀v ∈ V, β ∈ P(V), which becomes, upon substitution from Eq. (13),
∀v ∈ V, β ∈ P(V). We will now transform back the setting from Markov source {V i } i∈N to i.i.d. source
where ( * ) follows from the Definition 1. Hence,
is the marginal of β on the first component. Note that g(·) is continuous in β. Thus the transformed ACOE to our original problem with i.i.d. source is given by Eq. (14) .
Note 1 (Structure of Optimal Policy): As A is finite, we have replaced the sup with max in the Eq. (14) . Specializing Theorem 1 for the above ACOE, if there exists, a constant, λ * and a measurable real valued bounded function h : S → R such that equation Eq. (14) is satisfied for all
Further, if there exists a function, µ : S → A such that the maximum for all states in Eq. (14) is attained by µ(s) = µ(u d+1 1 , β), then the optimal encoding policy is stationary and depends on history only through the past state, i.e., µ i (
. Hence the optimal encoding in this case is a stationary mapping into X which uses only d + 2 source symbols U 
B. Finite Memory
In this section, we will develop controlled Markov process formulation for the case where the memory alphabet is finite and does not grow with time i.e, the memory space (M) is time-independent with |M| < ∞. We make two assumptions on our coding systems for this setting : A1 There is a fixed time-independent memory update function, i.e., there exists a function f m such that
This assumption is not very restrictive as real systems such as quantizers or finite window storage devices store only the past few channel output symbols and evolve in a time invariant way, eg.
A2
We fix the optimal decoding rule to be,
, that is the decoding is restricted to optimal policies among the stationary (time invariant) ones. Note that though we assume stationary decoding, optimal encoding may in general not be stationary. Hence the optimal expected average distortion depends on d, f m , M and hence we denote it by,
Here too we begin by formulating a controlled Markov process for the modified source, {V } i∈N and then substitute for the original source. By the assumption A2, the optimal decoding is stationary,V opt (·). Consider the state sequence,
The actions can be history dependent, A i = f e,i (S 0 , W i−1 ), S 0 is a fixed initial state (with some distribution P S ). We will now transform back the setting from Markov source
whereũ ∈ U andỹ ∈ Y. Thus the resulting ACOE for our problem of an i.i.d. source with lookahead d (replacing again sup by max due to finiteness of the action set) is given by Eq. (24). Here again, invoking Theorem 1 implies that if the ACOE in Eq. (24) is solved by a real λ * and a bounded h(·), then
In this section, we explicitly compute D(d, f m , M). Note that in the setting of complete memory in Section IV-A the average cost optimality equation can also be solved approximately. As the state space is compact, this admits discretization of the space and running value or policy iteration to obtain approximations to the optimal distortion. References [16] and [17] provide an extensive treatment along with prescriptions of error bounds and the trade off between quantization resolution and the precision of the approximated optimal reward for discounted cost problems. However, the computational point of view we take in this section does not follow the path of discretization and then approximation of the average reward. Rather, we compute exactly D(d, f m , |M|) which provide non-trivial upper bounds on D(d). This is illustrated by the following example. 3 . The plot shows a region in the source-channel plane where symbol by symbol coding is suboptimal among schemes with lookahead d = 1, i.e., it does not achieve D(1). This is the shaded region which is bounded inside by the two curves. 
Av,i(Mi−1, Xi) P Y |U,Av Fig. 4 . The setting of sequential source coding with source lookahead at the encoder and side information vending machine at the decoder. The encoder also knows the past side information symbols through a unit delay noise-free feedback from the decoder.
and the modified cost function is,
Here M i = X i and N i = Y i , (finite memory cases can be referred to in [13] ). Note that we can restrict our attention to optimal decoders of the form,Û i (X i , Y i ) =Û Bayes (X i , Y i ) (cf. Lemma 2). Let us denote the minimum expected average distortion achieved to be D 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider an important class of problems in real time coding : a memoryless source is to be communicated over a memoryless channel, with sequential encoding and decoding and with a fixed finite lookahead of future symbols available at the encoder. Under the objective of minimizing the per-symbol distortion, we obtain average cost optimality equations whose solution yields the minimum achievable distortion. We also demonstrate that this framework of casting real time coding problems as Markov decision problems with average cost criteria can be useful in various other frameworks by applying this same methodology in source coding problem with a side information vending machine, where encoder encodes the source sequentially, with a possible lookahead, decoder takes cost constrained actions to receive the side information about the source.
